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This hardbound casebook comes with Lifetime digital access to a downloadable eBook, 12-month

online access to self-assessment quizzes tied to the casebook, leading study aids, GilbertÂ® Law

Dictionary and an outline starter. This casebook is designed to introduce property law to 21st

century law students. It covers the standard property topics with a blend of familiar and modern

cases selected to appeal to todayâ€™s students. It also includes sections on intellectual property

and environmental law. As with other books in the Interactive Casebook series, the accompanying

electronic version allows students immediate access to the full text of cited cases, statutes, articles,

and other materials in the Westlaw database. In addition, the electronic version includes over 200

photographs, maps, diagrams, original documents, and audio clips that help students understand

the case materials, together with more than 300 multiple choice questions and answers so that

students can assess their progress.
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Book arrived in great condition. I recommend this avenue of purchase 100%.

The book itself is fine but the rental option is a joke. I paid about 90% of the overall price (I had to

renew because Property II uses the same book) and it doesn't even come with an e-book code.

This makes sense since the first owner will have already redeemed it. Still sucks that I'm spending

all this money and I don't get the benefit of the stuff in the e-book (quizzes, illustrations, etc.).



I spent an extra $80 for a new book so I could use the online code for access to West Academic's

online practice exams/guidance/etc. Code did not work due to their "system being down" for nine

days now. Still hoping I can use my code at some point.

Exactly what I need for class.

The book is great (it is written very well), but I paid extra for one day shipping and I'm getting it 3

days later than I was supposed to.... a bit sad about this.

Punctual!

Who can use this review? A student reading it does not choose his casebook! This has been the

best packaged book I've had as a 1L. Integrates to online material, ecopy free, and well balanced

between cases, notes, and amplifying call out boxes.

This is the best law text book I have read. For the most part, the cases are easy to read and

engaging, unlike so many other law text books.
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